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It’s sad isn’t it, that we, as in us/US, can get so entrenched on 
a position that we know offers the one and only solution to 

what challenges us?—especially if we waste $6B to $11.5B and 
people suffer in the process, as we did during the shutdown. 

Politicians become entrenched and in a way are forced to. 
They are expected to have the best and fi nal answer about what 
will work often before the goals are even defi ned. The media, or 
the popcorn press as I think of them—you know, the ones that 
intensely follow where the popcorn is thrown only to quickly 
move to the next pile thrown because it’s bigger, often leaving 
incompletions in the fi rst pile. We see it over and over—and 
now—we should expect to see it with health care.

The debate will become about the present system not sup-
porting care on that scale, the cost, whether it is a “right” or 
not compared to is it right to do it, and very predictably we will 
hear about incomplete plans. Isn’t that to be expected when we 
are just starting the debate? Most politicians just discovered that 
people really want a health care system that works—for people! 

Let’s be honest—no one has he perfect plan. If they did, 
we’d be violating our prime directive, wouldn’t we? Create a 
more perfect union. We’re not susposed to be perfect or know 
before we know. We’re supposed to learn. Discover. It’s kinda 
like living. But there are things we can do. (please read more 
about that at Lifeconnectionmagazine.com)
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— NEW RELEASE —

In this full-color handbook, animal In this full-color handbook, animal 
communicator and healer Diane communicator and healer Diane 
Budd reveals how to work with the Budd reveals how to work with the 
energy fields, auras, and chakras of energy fields, auras, and chakras of 
horses, cats, and dogs. She illustrates horses, cats, and dogs. She illustrates 
what happens in the energy fields what happens in the energy fields 
of humans and animals when they of humans and animals when they 
connect telepathically and describes connect telepathically and describes 
in detail the use of healing tools and in detail the use of healing tools and 
practices.

$16.99 • Paperback 
Full-color throughout 

ISBN 978-1-62055-840-9

— Available Wherever Books Are Sold —
Visit InnerTraditions.com • 800-246-8648

Text ITIBCO to 33233 to Receive Special Offers & Discounts

Energy Medicine  
for Animals 
The Bioenergetics of  
Animal Healing
Diane Budd

by Leslie Goldman with Adrienne Prince

The Circus Vargas As Healer

For me, the circus was always great fun and always included 
“death-defying” acts that left me shaking my head—but that was a 
long time ago. The circus is for kids, I thought. So I was surprised 
when my long-time friend Leslie Goldman called and excitedly told 
me Circus Vargas was coming to town. Known as the Enchanted 
Gardener, Leslie is always connected with things organic and the 
farmer’s market. Why the circus? I was intrigued when he told me 
Circus Vargas was a healer for him. Circus Vargas comes to San Diego 
Feb. 7 and—surprise!—will have a special organic food day. Here 
Leslie tells part of his story.

     —Steve Hays, publisher

“I was diagnosed with a Renal Cell Carcinoma in August 2017 and 
had a broken back in Spring of 2018.  Although I went the Western 

route for diagnosis, I am committed to a “natural return to health” 
journey that has increasingly relied on a deep belief that as I follow my 
dreams and life purpose, I will continue to thrive. Seeking out meaning-
ful activity and fun has been a key protocol. I work to live outside the 
cloud of fear that many feel when receiving such uncomfortable news.

I never imagined that Circus Vargas, a traveling California show 
under the Big Top that does a six-week run in San Diego, would be-
come one of my most profound healers.

I was inspired to bring organic food to the Circus Vargas venue.  
The circus draws thousands of kids. I wanted to provide a healthy 
alternative to traditional circus faire.

The idea was enthusiastically met by the owners of Circus Vargas. 
Their multi-generational family of performers hail from Europe and 
South America. And the cast and crew appreciated the organic food 
we shared.

An Organic Day at Circus Vargas was born in Feb 2018, when “my 
farming family” at JR Organics brought samples of strawberries and 
snap peas for the cast and audience.  We popped organic Eden Foods 
popcorn in the circus popper, using Dr. Bronner’s fair trade coconut oil.

During its 50-year history, this circus has shifted from three rings 
and trained animals to one that depends entirely on daredevil feats, 
artistry, and going beyond human limits without trepidation. I resolved 
that I wanted to get to know the performers and owners as real people. 
A year later, I have created heart felt friendships. 

At 6:00 pm, Monday March 11, we will host a second Organic Day 
at Circus Vargas in Escondido, close to the end of the local run. I invite 
our San Diego communities to come out and meet the cast following 

the show, and bring kids for the 30-minute interactive 
preshow. No kids? Come out and treat your inner child 
to a delightful experience.

Circus Vargas is a spellbinding two-hour adventure, 
inviting us all to enter a world of people powered enter-
tainment unusual in this digital age. This year the theme 
is “Greatest of Ease,” a celebration of circus history.”

For the in-depth story, of Circus Vargas as Healer, and 
a link to discount tickets, please go to the online edition 
at LifeConnectionMagazine.com

Circus Vargas returns to San Diego County’s Westfi eld Mission Val-
ley February 7–18, Westfi eld Plaza Bonita National City, Feb 21– March 
4 and Escondido, March 7–18. Join us for Organics Day on 6pm Mon-
day, March 11, 2019. Kid activity, 6:30 pm with performers. Tickets 
available at www.CircusVargas.com

Leslie Goldman holding “Plant Your Dream” sign.
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The Flip Side of Valentine’s Day
Born with a range of extrasensory abilities, Teal Swan rose 
to fame through her YouTube Ask Teal series which now has 
over 400,000 subscribers and 50 million views. A survivor of 
severe childhood abuse, she has used her extrasensory gifts 
to inspire people towards authenticity, freedom and joy. Her 
worldwide success as a modern spiritual leader has earned 
her the nickname “The Spiritual Catalyst.” She will speak at 
the upcoming Conscious Life Expo in LA on Feb.24 (more 
info at end).

Valentine’s Day is approaching.  Stores everywhere are 
stocked with fl owers, pink and red balloons, boxes of 

chocolates, hearts and greeting cards; the symbols of love.  
They invite everyone to celebrate this love. February 14th is 
known around the world as the day 
of love. And those people who are in 
happy relationships and loving friend-
ships embrace it.  They fl aunt their love 
and make it known to the rest of the 
world.  However, there are people on 
the complete other end of the spectrum 
of human experience on this day.  

When you walk on The Golden Gate 
bridge in San Francisco on Valentine’s 
Day, you might bump into a group of 
people with a very important mission. 
On the day that everyone is called to 
celebrate love and connection, there are 
people who stroll across that bridge, 
looking for lonely people who have 
been drawn to that bridge on that spe-
cifi c day because of suicidal thoughts. 
Their aim is to help those struggling with loneliness to see that 
they are not alone.  Jumping off of the Golden Gate Bridge on 
Valentine’s Day may not be where loneliness leads you, but the 
reality is that for so many people, Valentine’s day is not a day 
of love.  It is a day where society makes them all too aware of 
just how lonely they really are.  

Loneliness, by its very nature, tells you that you are com-
pletely alone. When you are lonely, you are a match to watching 
everyone else seem like they have connection and everyone else 
seem like they have someone to love who loves them back.  This 
makes Valentine’s Day the tipping point for people suffering 
from loneliness. With true loneliness, it doesn’t matter if you 
are technically in the room with another person or a group 
of other people. You feel like you are living your life behind a 
one-way mirror or a pane of glass. You can see them and hear 
them, but there is this separation between you.  A separation 
that ensures that you can never quite touch. You will never get 
close enough to actually be together. It is as if you are living 
in two separate parallel realities inside two invisible bubbles, 
whose membranes keep your two worlds apart, even though 

they technically exist within the very same physical room.

I was tortured by this kind of aloneness. For so many years, 
my life was an exercise in isolation torture. The kind where 
no one sees it for what it is, because instead of seeing you in a 
cement cell, by yourself, with no sunlight, they see you living in 
a house with your family.  They see you sitting in a classroom 
with your peers. They are fooled by physical appearances.

I used to think that because of my differences, I was the 
only one who felt this way.  Like I said, loneliness by its very 
nature convinces you that you are the only one that feels it.  
But then I started traveling the world. And it shocked me. It 
did not matter what continent I landed on, what culture people 
came from, what age they were or whether they were female or 
male.  Everyone I met described the same feeling of loneliness to 

varying degrees. It became obvious to 
me that loneliness is in fact an epidemic 
problem in the world today.  And then 
I saw something deeper… Loneliness 
isn’t just an epidemic problem on the 
level of each individual.  It is an epi-
demic on a societal and a world level 
as well.

It is this epidemic loneliness that 
needs to fi nd resolve. For this reason, 
I have written a book. I have called it 
the Anatomy of Loneliness. This book 
reveals what specifi cally creates loneli-
ness and how to resolve those things 
so as to create lasting connection with 
other people.  It is not only a road map 
for individuals to follow out of loneli-
ness; it is also a message to the world.  

It is a message and a road map that I am hoping will reach 
every last corner of this earth that we are living on so that no 
one has to spend time in the hell of invisible isolation, like I 
once did; so that no one has to feel alone.

Intimacy is the most important part of connection.  When 
most people hear the word intimacy, they immediately think of 
romantic or sexual interaction.  But this is not what intimacy 
is.  Intimacy can be broken down into the three-word phrase 
“into me see.” First and foremost, intimacy is to see into one 
another so as to deeply connect.  Intimacy goes beyond just 
seeing someone though.  Intimacy is seeing into, feeling into, 
listening into, perceiving and understanding someone.  And 
as scary as this may sound, this is the commitment we need to 
have to one another.  In an atmosphere of intimacy, loneliness 
cannot exist.  It breaks the walls apart that keep us separated 
from one another.  When those walls are broken down, your 
soul can feel the warmth of the people around you.  That 
closeness becomes like a palliative spring that you can drink 
from.  And even though you may want a romantic/sexual 
relationship, having this type of relationship will no longer 
be the only hope you have of experiencing true closeness, the 

By Teal Swan

Confessions of a Good Kid is an 
amusing yet poignant memoir writ-
ten by Southern Californian native, 
William Fogg. Evoking a time before 
smartphones, video games, and social 
media, Fogg describes a carefree and 
mischief fi lled childhood spent outside 
among the new housing developments 
and scrubland surrounding them. 

Confessions of a Good Kid is reminis-
cent of the great classics adventures like 
Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, and 
Fogg tells tales of a rambunctious kid 
and his friends exploring their city, with-
out any supervision and enjoy pranking 
their parents, teachers and coaches.

There are 
many laugh-
out-loud mo-
ments in the 
book as well 
as stories of 
h e a r t b r e a k 
and heroism. 
The reader will 
enjoy young 
Bill’s view of 
the fi fties and 

sixties; monster movies, cherry bombs, 
rock and roll, Beatlemania, hippies, 
drugs and the counter culture. The book 
is easy to read and fi lled with hilarious 
stories that begin just like this one: 

“When I was a baby, I swallowed a 
cigarette butt. My parents called the doc-
tor and were told to have me drink warm 
salt water to induce vomiting. They 
anticipated a struggle, but I surprised 
them by ingesting the water without 
resistance. I further surprised them by 
refusing to vomit.”

Confessions of a Good Kid by William Fogg, is 
available in paperback through amazon.com 
$13.50. For more information go to: www.confes-
sionsgk.com
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Bodywork - Rolfi ng

Counseling
EFT/Tapping ∞ Emotion & Body Code ∞ Intuitive Counseling & Therapies

Get to the heart and root of your issues—no matter what they 
are. Reclaim your True Authentic Self and purpose—happy and 

healthy! Greatly improve the overall quality of your life with EFT, The 
Emotion and Body Code, Intuitive Counseling, Energy Medicine, 
NLP, and Hypnotherapy. Clear negative relationship issues, core hin-
dering beliefs, emotions, anxiety, fears, traumas, phobias, pain, physi-
cal and emotional problems, compulsions, depression, general blocks, 
chronic conditions and more!  Love your life!

Dr. Kathleen Rick ∞ 619-523-4690
In-person, phone, Skype, and Remote Sessions

www.kathleenrick.com (free EFT e-book)

Kathleen Rick, BMS, MA,  
DD, EFT-Cert., ACHt., CECP
Energy Psychology and Holistic 
Therapies Expert since 1983 
MA Psychology/MFT
Award-Winning Author

MasterCard®

SM

®

AMERICAN EXPRESS®

35 years experience 
integrating the best  
of traditional and 
alternative therapiesEmotionalMedicineRx.com

penelopeyandrade@gmail.com

Penelope Young 
Andrade, L.C.S.W.

(858) 481-5752

Beyond Talk Therapy Beyond Talk Therapy 
 Sad, Mad, Scared, Glad? Emotions are Medicine.

Heal anxiety, panic, depression without Drugs! 
s %MOTIONAL�-EDICINE��s��2ELATIONSHIP�#OUNSELING

s "ODY�-IND�7ISDOM
Readers rave about Emotional Medicine Rx—Jane B. says: 
“This is going to be the doorway...toward discovering and 
supporting my undeveloped potential.” 
Available at Amazon, Controversial Bookstore, Warwicks 
and EmotionalMedicineRx.com.

Dental & Medical Services

DentistryHolistic
• Digital	X-Rays
• Ozone	Therapy
• Safe	Mercury	Removal
• Biocompatible
Materials

• Minimally	Invasive
Dentistry

• Snoring	&	Sleep
Apnea	Therapy

• Laser	Non-Surgical
Gum	Therapy

DentistryDentistry
• TMJ	and	facial	pain
treatment

• Instant	Veneers
• Dental	Implants
• Porcelain	Veneers
• Esthetic	Dentures
• Metal-free	dentistry
• Natural-Looking
Smiles

• Invisalign
Orthodontics

Relax in our spa-like office

JEFFRY S. KERBS, DDS
The art of creating beautiful smiles

(760) 746-3663
www. drjkerbs.com
Loma Linda University School  

of Dentistry Graduate

240	S.	Hickory	St.,	Suite	207
Escondido,	CA	92025
DrKerbsOfffice@sbcglobal.net

Resource Directoryfeeling of being wanted and escaping 
the loneliness that you feel.  And as a 
result, Valentine’s day can come and go 
as a reminder of the love you do have, 
instead of the love that you don’t. 

Teal Swan is the author of three bestselling 
books; The Sculptor in the Sky, Shadows Before 
Dawn and The Completion Process. For more see 
TealSwan.com and ConsciousLifeExpo.com.

Confessions of a Good Kid is an 
amusing yet poignant memoir writ-
ten by Southern Californian native, 
William Fogg. Evoking a time before 
smartphones, video games, and social 
media, Fogg describes a carefree and 
mischief fi lled childhood spent outside 
among the new housing developments 
and scrubland surrounding them. 

Confessions of a Good Kid is reminis-
cent of the great classics adventures like 
Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn, and 
Fogg tells tales of a rambunctious kid 
and his friends exploring their city, with-
out any supervision and enjoy pranking 
their parents, teachers and coaches.

There are 
many laugh-
out-loud mo-
ments in the 
book as well 
as stories of 
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enjoy young 
Bill’s view of 
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sixties; monster movies, cherry bombs, 
rock and roll, Beatlemania, hippies, 
drugs and the counter culture. The book 
is easy to read and fi lled with hilarious 
stories that begin just like this one: 

“When I was a baby, I swallowed a 
cigarette butt. My parents called the doc-
tor and were told to have me drink warm 
salt water to induce vomiting. They 
anticipated a struggle, but I surprised 
them by ingesting the water without 
resistance. I further surprised them by 
refusing to vomit.”

Confessions of a Good Kid by William Fogg, is 
available in paperback through amazon.com 
$13.50. For more information go to: www.confes-
sionsgk.com

BOOK REVIEW
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\\\ Transformational Talk ///

Keeping Love Alive

Do you know the two words guaranteed to keep love 
alive in intimate relationships? As Is. ‘As is’ is the secret 
sauce of enduring love. Once the dazzle of new love fades 

and you enter the reality phase of relationship, you see your partner warts and 
all. It’s sobering to face the truth about the issues you’re now married to, commit-
ted to, bought a house with, etc. If you’re in a real soul match, their wounds will 
meet, mirror and trigger yours…they’ll be a perfect partner for growth. However, 
choosing your partner, now, without illusion is a real challenge. 

Important caveat: If you discover your person is an abusive, lying, scoundrel…
get out. You get to choose which issues you face. 

Here’s the tip. First, realize your chagrin about your partner’s imperfections is 
a normal phase of lasting love. Remember, they are having the same experience 
about your issues! Second, allow yourself to be really pissed, sad, and scared about 
this. What a gyp! You thought they were perfect for you. Let those sad, mad, scared 
feelings move briefl y through your body. Honor your grief…the loss of illusion 
is hard. Let your body lead. Notice warm relief when emotions subside. Breathe.

Place your hand on your heart. Feel your heart soft en and open to the love 
that drew you together. Take in the truth that your wounds are just as infuriating 
to them as theirs are for you. Finally, see if you’re ready to include yourself in the 
profound acceptance of ‘as is’. You are both beautiful, broken, growing beings 
drawn together to heal and delight each other. All is well…as is.

Penelope Young Andrade, LCSW EmotionalMedicineRx.com, penelopeyandrade@
gmail.com, Twitter @EmotionalRx, or call 858-481-5752

BY PENELOPE YOUNG ANDRADE, LCSW

ONLINE at  LIfeConnectionMagazine.com
Green New Deal

If you are behind on what the new Green New Deal 
is about we’ve posted an short history put together 
Jan. 27 by Roddy Scheer and Doug Moss at EarthTalk. 
What are some of the proposals? What support does it 
have? What are the challenges?

“There are so many different progressive issues that 
are important, and climate change and addressing re-
newable energy always gets to the bottom of the bar-
rel,” said Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez 
told The Intercept. “That can gets kicked from session 
to session and so what this just needs to do is create 
a momentum and an energy to make sure that that it 
becomes a priority for leadership.”

We’ll be looking at the Green New Deal more in 
future issues and posts.

How to Help Sustain Monarchs
A few years ago in the April 2014 print version of 

The Life Connection I wrote an article about my ex-
perience growing milkweed, the plant that Monarch 
butterfl ies feed and breed on. Milkweed is the plant 
that sustains them. In their long travels they somehow 
fi nd it. Believe me. One day you have a great looking 
plant and the next you notice the leaves are being eaten. 
That’s good news because milkweed is the only plant 
Monarch butterfl ies eat and they won’t bother anything 
else; and nothing else will eat it—without learning their 
lesson. In Southern California the milkweed variety they 

like is known as Asclepias Tuberosa, or 
more commonly, butterfl y weed. 

What’s not good is that if President 
Trump has his way, almost 70% of the  
National Butterfl y Center in Mission, 
Texas, will be lost when and if a border 
wall is built. 

Butterfl ies, like bees, are considered 
a critical to our environment because 
they are pollinator, but their population 
is declining. The good news is you can 
literally grow your own. Plant and attract 
them on a balcony or in the ground. Read 
how I did it online. 

Lifeconnectionmagazine.com
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CBD
NEUCANA WHOLE-FLOWER WATER-SOULUBLE CBD
Experience the elevated benefi ts of whole fl ower CBD. 
Our 20:1 nonpsychoactive products promote healling from 
within. Find our more about our organic water-soluble (not 
oil) formulations. We just launched our CBD Sun Protection 
for the summer! Reverse skin cancer while preventing fu-
ture sun damage. Find out more at: neucana.com Mention 
TLC to save an extra 20%! Amelia@neucana.com

Graphic Design
Yes, We Do Judge a 
Book by its Cover
Your book design should be as 
compelling as the ideas it conveys. 
I’ve been a professional graphic 
designer since 1989. My clients 
include the San Diego Natural His-
tory Museum, Western Field Orni-
thologists, Caroline Sutherland and 
many others. I specialize in getting 
authors’ books onto Amazon/Cre-
ateSpace, Kindle, Nook, and other publishing platforms. 
I’m known for loyalty, and have a long history of working 
with complex scientifi c publications as well as novels, 
poetry, etc. I design the covers, interior, and can do all the 
work of getting your precious publication out to the world. 
Full editing and website design services also available. Tim 
Brittain: 619-421-6344 • twbrit@cox.net

Meditation
TRANSMISSION MEDITATION TUES, FRI & SUN
“What the world needs now is Love ....” Transmission 
Meditation is a scientifi cally effi cient group meditation for 
maximizing the outpouring of Cosmic Love into humanity. 
7pm Tuesdays, 7:30pm Fridays and 9:30am Sundays 
in Golden Hill. 619/531-0773. http://www.meetup.com/
meditation-430

TWIN HEARTS MEDITATION ON THURSDAYS
Every 1st & 3rd Thursdays 7pm–8:30pm at the Myo-Sei 
Center 741 Garden View Ct. Suite 204 Encinitas, CA Call 
(888) 226-4325 or Visit the website at www.goddessent-
erprises.net for more information.

Space For Rent
OFFICE/ HEALING ROOM RENTAL
Offi ce/Healing Room for rent for health practitioners. Hour-
ly, daily, weekly, monthly, located in Encinitas on the cam-
pus of the California Institute for Human Science Contact 
Pranic Healing of San Diego 888-226-4325; E-MAIL INFO@
PRANICHEALINGSD.COMV

Spiritual Centers

1613 Lake Drive, Encinitas CA 92024 760.753.5786 www.SeasideCenter.org

@SeasideCenter@SeasideCenterSD
@joyouspodcast@SeasideCenter

@SeasideCenterforSpiritualLivingConnect with us:

Weekly Sunday Services
9 and 11am

Youth Program at both services

Seaside Center for Spiritual Living
Are you seeking a connection to something bigger than yourself?

5120 Robinwood Road, Suite B-13, Bonita, CA 91902 
BlgoC5jmk7gfgh55R551118�-&�)(#.�8),! Rev. Jane 

Westerkamp

Celebrating Life with Open Minds & Loving Hearts

Sundays at 10AM
Meditation at 9:30AM

First Spiritualist Church
Where Angels Come and So Can You!

Pastor: Rev. Lorina Pyle

Healing Service, 10AMÊUÊ�iVÌÕÀi]Ê££AM

3777 42nd St., San Diego, CA 92105
È£��Ón{�{È{ÈÊUÊ£ÃÌ�Ã«�À�ÌÕ>��ÃÌV�ÕÀV�°�À}

See us on Meetup and Facebook

Healings 
Auric, Reiki & Theta

Spiritual Readings 
Tarot, Astrology,  
Psychic Fairs

Classes & Workshops 
Healing Methods, 
Psychic Development, 
Universal, Tarot, Angel

Products & Services

Holistic Dental Clinic in Tijuana

s�(IGHQUALITY��SAFE�BIOLOGICAL�DENTISTRY�AT�A�FRACTION�OF�THE�USUAL�COST�
s�3AFE�3ILVER��-ERCURY	�&ILLINGS�2EMOVAL�s�#OSMETIC�$ENTISTRY

s�"IOCOMPATIBLE�$ENTAL�-ATERIALS�s�%NVIRONMENTALLY�FRIENDLY�OFl�CE�AT�THE�l�VESTAR�
'RAND�(OTEL�s�&IVEMINUTE�CAB�DRIVE�FROM�THE�BORDER��OR�PICKUP�AVAILABLE

Call today!����������������t www.americanbiodental.com

• $50 Exam includes Teeth Cleaning & Panoramic X-rays
• $150 Wisdom teeth extractions by US trained MD, DDS, Surgeon

Now Off ering Regenerative Medical Services

AMERICAN BI  DENTAL
ONLINE at  LIfeConnectionMagazine.com
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If you are behind on what the new Green New Deal 
is about we’ve posted an short history put together 
Jan. 27 by Roddy Scheer and Doug Moss at EarthTalk. 
What are some of the proposals? What support does it 
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“There are so many different progressive issues that 
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Lifeconnectionmagazine.com
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Melanie Tonia Evans 
SHIFTING FROM TRAUMA TO UNITY CONSCIOUSNESS 
Time: 6pm - 6:45pm
Date: Saturday, February 24th
Room: Century C

Camilla Sacre-Dallerup
REINVENT YOUR LIFE 

Time: 11:am - 11:45pm
Date: Sunday, February 24th

Location: Century C

Teal Swan 
FROM LONELINESS TO CONNECTION 
Time: ŕȡˤˤpm - Ņ:30pm
Date: Sunday, February 24th
Room: /�Ƈ�ɩGƇʾĉɩfɱȼĉ�ǇɩbǥǥǇ

Dr. Julia Mossbridge 
NEUROSCIENCE & SPIRITUALITY PANEL 

Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Date: Sunday, February 24th

Location: Plaza Ballroom

PREMONITION  WORKSHOP
Time: 2pm - 3.30pm 

Date: Saturday, February 23rd 
Location: Los Angeles B 

Watkins Publishing 
at Conscious Life Expo 


